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would.extends b2.Contact # most
likely to be in the future. The start
time is an estimate of the earliest
that the # problem will be solved.

const ENERGY_RECOVERY_PERIOD_D
EFAULT = 1800; # seconds var

energy_recovery_period = ENERGY_
RECOVERY_PERIOD_DEFAULT var
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recycle_step = 100 var
get_random_steps = false var
selected_target = None var

selector_name = "" # collisions.
Collisions are normally computed in

world coords, which means the world
# center or an object location is

used to compute the collision. The
exact use of # a colliding object is
set with the _collision_use field. var

collide_data = {} var
apply_recovery_cost = 0 var

recovery_time = 0 var
completion_recovery_time = 0 #

constraints. A constraint contains a
minimum duration and a reward.
Constraints # are used when the

target has max safety distance, and
therefore are used for high # safety

objectives. The duration of a
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constraint is enforced if the object is
in a # position incompatible with the

target. If no constraint is present,
then the reward # is the same as a
minimum time objective. There are

also two max objectives #
(completion_recovery_time_min and

completion_recovery_time_max).
The reach times # are use for both
max and least time objectives. var

constraints = [] var
constraints_apply_recovery_cost = []

var constraints_recovery_cost = []
var

constraints_apply_recovery_duration
= 0.0 var

constraints_recovery_duration = 0.0
var constraints_apply_recovery_min_

distance = 100.0 var
constraints_recovery_min_distance =
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